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1. roar
Sentence: A lion's roar could be heard around the zoo.
Definition: loud sound or loud laugh

2. world
Sentence: I will sail around the world and visit all countries.
Definition: the planet Earth; an entire realm

3. worse
Sentence: My cold became worse before it became better.
Definition: comparatively more harmful or bad

4. worm
Sentence: A worm had eaten a small hole in my apple.
Definition: small, tube-like animal or insect larva

5. storm
Sentence: The storm caused heavy rain and loud thunder.
Definition: weather with much wind, rain or snow

6. work
Sentence: She likes her work as a dentist.
Definition: job, place of employment, profession

7. horse
Sentence: The stallion was a very powerful horse.
Definition: large farm animal with a mane, often ridden

8. floor
Sentence: The carpet covers the floor.
Definition: lower inside surface of a structure

9. oar



Sentence: We lost the oar and could not row the boat.
Definition: paddle used to row a boat

10. more
Sentence: My dog is more playful than my lazy cat.
Definition: to a greater degree

11. four
Sentence: The child had four toys.
Definition: amounting to four in number

12. boar
Sentence: A boar is an adult male pig.
Definition: an adult male pig

13. hoarse
Sentence: After yelling, my voice was raspy and hoarse.
Definition: husky or grating in sound

14. poor
Sentence: He was too poor to afford a car.
Definition: having little or no wealth

15. wore
Sentence: The long exercise wore me out of all energy.
Definition: reduced by use or friction

16. store
Sentence: I will walk to the store to buy some milk.
Definition: a shop where items are bought and sold

17. tore
Sentence: I tore the cloth into strips by ripping it.
Definition: separated or removed by force

18. for
Sentence: The gift is for you.
Definition: shows the recipient of the action or object



19. fork
Sentence: I twirl spaghetti around my fork before taking a bite.
Definition: eating utensil with prongs for piercing

20. soar
Sentence: An eagle can soar very high in the air.
Definition: to fly or rise to a higher level

21. corn
Sentence: I like corn on the cob.
Definition: edible yellow kernel from a plant

22. sore
Sentence: I hurt my ankle and now it is sore.
Definition: painful or causing distress
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